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Abstract

The Baldwin effect is known as one of the in-
teractions between evolution and learning. In this
paper we consider the Baldwin effect in dynamic
environments, especially when there is no explicit
optimal solution through generations and it de-
pends only on the interaction among agents. We
adopted the iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma as a dy-
namic environment, introduced phenotypic plastic-
ity into strategies, and conducted computationalex-
periments on the models with/without spatial lo-
cality. In the non-spatial experiments, the Bald-
win effect was observed as follows: First, strate-
gies with enough plasticity spread, which caused a
shift from defect-oriented population to cooperative
population. Second, these strategies were replaced
by a strategy with a modest amount of plasticity.
Subsequently, we expanded this model in a two-
dimensional space where each agent plays games
only with its neighbors. Based on the results of
these experiments, we discussed similarities and
differences in evolutionary dynamics concerning the
Baldwin effect in a population of globally interact-
ing agents and the one of locally interacting agents.

1 Introduction
The Baldwin effect [1] is known as one of the

interactions between evolution and learning, which
suggests that individual lifetime learning (pheno-
typic plasticity) can influence the course of evolu-
tion without the Lamarckian mechanism. Hinton
and Nowlan clearly demonstrated this effect by a
simple evolutionary simulation [2]. This had a large
impact not only on biologists but also on computer
scientists [3].

The Baldwin effect explains the interaction be-
tween evolution and learning by paying attention
to balances between benefit and cost of learning
through the following two steps [4]. In the first step,
lifetime learning gives individual agents chances to
change their phenotypes. If the learned traits are
useful for agents and make their fitness increase,
they will spread in the next population. The learn-
ing behavior acts as a benefit in this step. In the
second step, if the environment is sufficiently sta-

Figure 1: Two steps of the Baldwin Effect.

ble, the evolutionary path finds innate traits that
can replace learned traits, because of the cost of
learning. Through these steps, learning can accel-
erate the genetic acquisition of learned traits with-
out the Lamarckian mechanism in general. Figure
1 roughly shows the concept of the Baldwin effect
which consists of two steps described above.

Recently this effect has been discussed in vari-
ous contexts. Mayley analysed the Baldwin effect
in terms of its influence on the speed or rate of evo-
lution by using Kauffman’s NK fitness model [5, 6].
He showed the Hiding effect (learning slows the
progress of an evolving population whilst produc-
ing fit phenotypes in contrast to the Baldwin effect)
was observed, and whether the Baldwin effect or the
Hiding effect dominates in the evolutionary scenario
depends on the cost of learning and the rugged-
ness of the fitness landscape. Watson and Pollack
adopted Hinton and Nowlan’s model [2] by replac-
ing lifetime plasticity with lifetime interactions be-
tween organisms [7]. They demonstrated how sym-
biotic relationships can guide the genetic make-up
of organisms through two steps of the Baldwin ef-
fect. The Baldwin effect was also applied to the
field of the hybrid genetic algorithm by Whitley,
Gordon and Mathias [8]. They pointed out that
the Baldwinian search strategy can sometimes be
more effective than the Lamarckian search strat-
egy in some popular function optimization prob-
lems. Although many studies have been conducted
as mentioned above, most of them have discussed
this effect on the assumption that environments are



Table 1: A payoff matrix of Prisoner’s Dilemma.Player

Opponent
Cooperate Defect

Cooperate (R:3, R:3) (S:0, T:5)

Defect (T:5, S:0) (P:1, P:1)

(Player’s score, Opponent’s score)

T > R > P > S, 2R > T + S

fixed and the optimal solution is unique. However,
as we see in the real world, learning could be more
effective and utilized in dynamic environments, be-
cause the flexibility of plasticity itself is advanta-
geous to adapt ourselves to the changing world.

We have been investigating the Baldwin effect
in the context of the evolution of game strategies
[9, 10]. Our objective is to clarify the function and
the mechanism of the Baldwin effect in dynamic
environments focusing on balances between benefit
and cost of learning that are caused by interactions
among agents. We adopted the iterated Prisoner’s
Dilemma (IPD) as dynamic environments, where
there is no explicit optimal solution through gen-
erations and the fitness of agents depends mainly
on interactions among them. Phenotypic plastic-
ity, which can be modified by lifetime learning, has
been introduced into strategies in our model, and
we conducted computational experiments in pre-
liminary experiments in which phenotypic plastic-
ity is allowed to evolve. Subsequently, we intro-
duced the spatial locality into our model and also
conducted experiments with various scales of local
interaction. Based on these experiments, we will
discuss similarities and differences in evolutionary
dynamics concerning the Baldwin effect between
the population of globally interacting agents and
the one of locally interacting agents.

2 The Model
2.1 Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma Game

We have adopted the iterated Prisoner’s
Dilemma (IPD) as a dynamic environment, which
represents an elegant abstraction of the situations
causing social dilemma. IPD game is carried out as
follows:

1. Twoplayers independently choose actions from
Cooperate (C) or Defect (D) without knowing
the other’s choice.

2. Each player gets the score according to the
payoff matrix (Table 1). We term this pro-
cedure “round”.

3. Players play the round repeatedly, and com-
pete for higher average scores.

In case of one round game, the payoff matrix
makes defecting be the only dominant strategy re-

gardless of opponent’s action, and defect-defect ac-
tion pair is the only Nash equilibrium. But this
equilibrium is not Pareto optimal because the score
of each player of cooperate-cooperate action pair
is higher, which causes a dilemma. Furthermore,
if the round is repeated in the game, cooperating
with each other will turn out advantageous to both
players in the long run.
2.2 Expression of Strategies for IPD

The strategies of agents are expressed by two
types of genes: genes for representing strategy (GS)
and genes for representing phenotypic plasticity
(GP). GS describes deterministic strategies of IPD
like Lindgren’s model [11], which defines next ac-
tion according to the history of actions. GP ex-
presses whether each corresponding bit of GS is
plastic or not.

A strategy of memory m has an action history
hm which is a m-length binary string as follows:

hm = (am−1, . . . , a1, a0)2, (1)

where a0 is the opponent’s previous action (“0” rep-
resents defection and “1” represents cooperation),
a1 is the previous player’s action, a2 is the oppo-
nent’s next to previous action, and so on.

GS for a strategy of memory m can be expressed
by associating an action Ak (0 or 1) with each his-
tory k as follows:

GS = [A0A1 · · · An−1] (n = 2m). (2)

In GP, Px specifies whether each phenotype ofAx

is plastic (1) or not (0). Thus, GP can be expressed
as follows:

GP = [P0P1 · · · Pn−1]. (3)

For example, the popular strategy ”Tit for Tat”
(cooperates in the first round, thereafter does what-
ever the opponent did in the previous round) can be
described by memory 2 as GS=[0101], GP=[0000].
2.3 Meta-Pavlov Learning

A plastic phenotype can be changed by learning
during game. We adopted a simple learning method
termed “Meta-Pavlov”. Each agent changes plastic
phenotypes according to the result of each round by
referring to the Meta-Pavlov learning matrix (Table
2). It doesn’t express any strategy but expresses the
way to change own strategy (phenotype) according
to the result of the current round, thoughthis ma-
trix is the same as that of the Pavlov strategy [12].
The learning process is described as follows:

1. At the beginning of the game, each agent has
the same phenotype as GS itself.

2. If the phenotype used in the last round is
plastic, in other words, the bit of GP corre-
sponding to the phenotype is 1, the phenotype



Table 2: The Meta-Pavlov learning matrix.Player

Opponent
Cooperate Defect

Cooperate C D

Defect D C

is changed to the corresponding value in the
Meta-Pavlov learning matrix based on the re-
sult of the round.

3. The agent uses the new strategy specified by
the modified phenotype from next round on.

Take a strategy of memory 2 expressed by
GS=[0001] and GP=[0011], for example of learn-
ing (Figure 2). Each phenotype represents the next
action corresponding to the history of the previous
round, and the underlined phenotypes are plastic.

Let us suppose that the history of previous round
was “C-C (player’s action: cooperation, opponent’s
action: cooperation)” and the opponent defected
at the present round. This strategy cooperates
according to the phenotype and the result of the
present round is “C-D” (the player gets Sucker’s
payoff). The strategy changes own phenotype ac-
cording to this failure based on the Meta-Pavlov
learning matrix, because the phenotype applied at
this round is plastic. The phenotype “C” corre-
sponding to the history “C-C” is changed to “D”
in this example. Therefore, this strategy always
defects at the next round.

The values of GS that are plastic act merely as
the initial values of phenotype. Thus we represent
strategies by GS with plastic genes replaced by “x”
(e.g. GS=[1000], GP=[1001]=⇒[x00x]).
2.4 Evolution

A population consists of N individuals that play
the IPD game. All genes are set randomly in the
initial population. Now, we assume the “global and
non-spatial” interaction among agents: The round
robin tournament is conducted between individu-
als with the strategies as described above. (The
“local and spatial” interaction will be adopted in
Section 4.) Performed action can be changed by

Figure 2: An example of Meta-Pavlov learning.

noise (mistake) with probability pn. Each plastic
phenotype is reset to the corresponding value of
GS at the beginning of games. The game is played
for several rounds. We shall assume that there is a
constant probability pd (discount parameter) for an-
other round. The tournament is “ecological”: The
total score of each agent is regarded as a fitness
value, new population is generated by the “roulette
wheel selection” according to the scores, and muta-
tion is performed on a bit-by-bit basis with proba-
bility pm.

Average scores during the first 20 IPD games be-
tween new pairs are stored, and will be used as the
results of the games instead of repeating games ac-
tually, so as to reduce the amount of computation.
Stored scores are cleared and computed again by
playing games every 500 generation. (Though this
method could reduce the influence of pn or pd, it
has turned out not to affect the essential character
of evolutionary phenomena.)

3 Experiments on Globally Interact-
ing Agents

Strategies of memory 2 were investigated in the
preliminary experiments. We conducted an evolu-
tionary experiment for 2000 generations using the
following parameters: N = 1000, pm = 1/1500,
pn = 1/25 and pd = 99/100.

The results are shown in Figure 3 and 4. In
each figure, the horizontal axis represents the gener-
ations. The vertical axis represents the distribution
of strategies and also represents both “plasticity of
population” (in black line) which is the ratio of “1”
in all GPs and the average score (in white line).
Plasticity of population is supposed to correspond
to the “phenotypic plasticity” in Figure 1. The av-
erage score represents the degree of cooperation in
the population, and it takes 3.0 as the maximum
value when all rounds are “C-C”.

The evolutionary phenomena observed in a typ-
ical experiment are summarized as follows. Defect-
oriented strategies ([0000], [000x], and so on) spread
and made the average score decrease until about
60th generation, because these strategies can’t co-
operate with each other. Simultaneously, partially
plastic strategies ([0x0x], [00xx], and so on) occu-
pied the population. Next, around the 250th gen-
eration, more plastic strategies ([xxxx], [x0xx], and
so on) established cooperative relationships quickly,
which made the plasticity and average fitness in-
crease sharply. This transition is regarded as the
first step of the Baldwin effect.

Subsequently, the plasticity of the population de-
creased and then converged to 0.5 while keeping the
average score high. Finally, the strategy [x00x] oc-
cupied most of the population. The reason seems
to be that the strategy has the necessary and suffi-
cient amount of plasticity to maintain cooperative
relationships and prevent other strategies from in-



Figure 3: The experimental result (2000 generations).

Figure 4: The experimental result (300 genera-
tions).

vading the population. This transition is regarded
as the second step of the Baldwin effect.

The population converged to the strategy [x00x]
in almost all experiments, and the evolutionary
phenomena described above were observed in 70%
of experiments. Further analysis has shown remark-
able properties of the strategy [x00x], which are
summarized as follows:

• The strategy [x00x] satisfies the ESS (Evolu-
tionarily Stable Strategy) condition in all 256
strategies of memory 2.

• The state transition analysis shows that the
minimal actions for recovery of mutual coop-
eration from an accidental defection (D*) by
a duration of mutual cooperation are “C-D*
(or D*-C), D-D, C-C, D-D, C-C” when one
strategy plays against [x00x]. This “fence-
mending” protocol is performed exactly when
[x00x] plays against [x00x] itself.

• The left “x” (describes the plasticity of the ac-
tion immediately after “D-D”) is effective espe-
cially when [x00x] plays against defect-oriented

strategies, the right “x” (describes the plastic-
ity of the action immediately after “C-C”) is
effective especially when [x00x] plays against
cooperate-oriented strategies, and the minimal
protocol described above is realized by utiliz-
ing both of plastic genes.

4 Experiments on Locally Interact-
ing Agents

We had adopted the non-spatial model in which
one agent plays games against all the other agents
in the preliminary experiment. However, the
strength of spatial locality must have some kind
of effect on the course of evolution, because the fit-
ness of each agent is evaluated only by interactions
among agents in our model.

Many studies have focused on the effects of spa-
tial locality in the interactions between players,
without taking interest in the evolution of the plas-
ticity. In general, cooperative strategies can easily
occupy the population in the spatial IPD model
compared to the non-spatial model, because coop-
erative strategies can make a cluster of own strate-
gies while defect-oriented strategies can not. Ac-
tually, Grim reported that the a strategy, which
is twice as generous as the “GTFT” (cooperates
on the first round, cooperates with probability
1/3 when the opponent defected on the previous
round, otherwise does whatever its opponent did)
[13] turned out to be optimal with just a two-
dimensional spatialization of the stochastic IPD
model [14].

Here, we expanded our model in two-dimensional
space where each agent plays games only with its
neighbors so as to investigate the local interactions
in our model. We modified the existing model as
follows:

• There are troidal W ×W lattice sites and each
site contains a single strategy which plays the
IPD game. All genes are set randomly in the
initial population.



Figure 5: The nearest (2k + 1)2 − 1 neighbors
(k = 2).

• Each agent plays iterated games against
(2k + 1)2 − 1 neighbors as defined in Figure
5.

• The agent that occupies each site in the next
generation is selected from nearest (2k + 1)2

agents (the agent in each site and it’s neigh-
bors) by the “roulette wheel selection” accord-
ing to the scores.

The parameter k represents the scale of interac-
tion because it determines the number of neigh-
bors for each agent. For example, when k = 1,
each agent plays against only 8 neighbors; when
k = (W − 1)/2, the model has no spatial locality
and is equivalent to the non-spatial model in the
previous section because each agent plays all the
other agents. Lindgren also investigated the diver-
sity of strategies with various payoff matrixes of
IPD game by using a spatial IPD model [15]. Our
model is different from his model because the de-
terministic reproduction and the fixed number of
neighbors were adopted in his model. By altering
the scale of local interaction, we analyze the influ-
ence that local interactions have on the course of
evolution and the plasticity of population.

We conducted the evolutionary experiment using
the following parameters through 2000 generations:
W = 33 (N = 1089), k = 1, 2,3, 5, 10, and 16, and
all the other parameters are the same as adopted
in Section 3. Figure 6 shows the average score and
Figure 7 also shows the transitions of the plastic-
ity of population with various values of k. Each
experimental result is the average of 100 trials.

The results show that the scale of interaction
affects the emergence of the Baldwin effect in our
model. When k was relatively low (such as k = 1
or 2), the invasion of defect-oriented strategies in
the early period (until about 60th generation) was
observed but the decline of the average score was
smaller and the minimum was not as deep as for
larger values of k. Subsequently the plasticity of
population slowly increased, and the population
easily established cooperative relationships then fi-
nally converged to the strategy [x00x].

As the value of k increased, the plasticity rose
to higher peaks and the Baldwin effect was more
clearly observed, although there were several ex-
ceptions. This is because as the scale of interaction

becomes larger, the influence of the spatial local-
ity becomes smaller; cooperative strategies become
difficult to spread. Therefore sufficient plasticity
was required for a shift from defect-oriented to co-
operative popualtions. This is the reason why the
benefit of plastic behavior emerged when k was rel-
atively high. Contrarily, the plastic behavior was
not required to establish the cooperative relation-
ships when the value of k was relatively low.

Also, we found another role of the spatial local-
ity. When k was relatively high (k ≥ 3), the average
fitness rose to about 2.6 more slowly in the second
step of the Baldwin effect. This slight increase is
due to the exceptional case of evolutionary scenario
which is different from that described in the pre-
vious section. That is, defect-oriented strategies
temporarily occupied the population, then made
the population unstable and the average score de-
creased without spatial locality. This result shows
that the cost of learning was also emerged in the
globally interacting environment.

Kauffman studied the dynamics of coevolving
systems using the NKC model [5]. Briefly speak-
ing, he pointed out that as the parameter C (the
number of traits which affect the fitness of the other
species) increases the environment becomes more
chaotic. The scale of interaction k in our model ap-
proximately corresponds to the parameter C in his
model. These results partly reflect his claim and
suggest that the phenotypic plasticity could make
such a complex system well-ordered.

5 Conclusion
We have discussed how learning can affect the

course of evolution in dynamic environments based
on the results of computational experiments on the
evolution of game strategies. In the non-spatial
model, when we introduced the Meta-Pavlov learn-
ing to strategies as phenotypic plasticity, popula-
tion evolved to be cooperative and stable through
two steps of the Baldwin effect.

We also investigated how local interactions
among agents affect the benefit and the cost of
learning using the two-dimensional version of our
model. Experiments with various scales of interac-
tion have shown two aspects concerning the rela-
tion between spatial locality and phenotypic plas-
ticity: First, the Baldwin effect is sensitive to the
scale of local interaction; Second, as agents interact
more globally, the evolutionary scenario becomes
unstable. The reason is that the benefit and the
cost of learning depend on the scale of interaction,
although they are not explicitly embedded in our
model.
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